Abstract. Given a string x = x[1..n] on an alphabet of size α, and a threshold pmin ≥ 1, we describe four variants of an algorithm PSY1 that, using a suffix array, computes all the complete nonextendible repeats in x of length p ≥ pmin. The basic algorithm PSY1-1 and its simple extension PSY1-2 are fast on strings that occur in biological, natural language and other applications (not highly periodic strings), while PSY1-3 guarantees Θ(n) worst-case execution time. The final variant, PSY1-4, also achieves Θ(n) processing time and, over the complete range of strings tested, is the fastest of the four. The space requirement of all four algorithms is about 5n bytes, but all make use of the "longest common prefix" (LCP) array, whose construction requires about 6n bytes. The four algorithms are faster in applications and use less space than a recently-proposed algorithm [17] that produces equivalent output. The suffix array is not explicitly used by algorithms PSY1, but may be required for postprocessing; in this case, storage requirements rise to 9n bytes. We also describe two variants of a fast Θ(n)-time algorithm PSY2 for computing all complete supernonextendible repeats in x.
Introduction
A repeating substring u in a string x is a substring of x that occurs more than once. A repeat in x is a set of locations in x at which a repeating substring u occurs; it can be specified by the length p ≥ 1 of u (what we call its period) and the locations. For example, in x = abaababa, ab is a repeating substring which occurs three times at positions 1, 4, and 6 with length 2. Thus the tuple (2; 1, 4, 6) describes the repeat of u = ab (p = 2) at positions 1, 4, 6.
Following [22] we say that a repeat (p; i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i k ), k ≥ 2, is complete iff it includes all occurrences of u in x; left-extendible (LE) iff
and right-extendible (RE) iff
A repeat is NLE iff it is not LE; NRE iff it is not RE; nonextendible (NE) iff it is both NLE and NRE. A repeat is supernonextendible (SNE) iff it is NE and its repeating substring u is not a proper substring of any other repeating substring of x.
Detecting repeats is important in applications such as bioinformatics and data compression, as well as in musicology (identification of repeating rhythms or passages) and software engineering (clone detection in large software systems).
In [8, p. 147] an algorithm is described that, given the suffix tree ST x of x, computes all the NE (called "maximal") pairs of repeats in x in time O(αn+q), where q is the number of pairs output. [4] uses similar methods to compute all NE pairs (p; i 1 , i 2 ) such that i 2 −i 1 ≥ g min (or ≤ g max ) for user-defined gaps g min , g max . [1] shows how to use the suffix array SA x of x to compute the NE pairs in time O(αn+q). Since it may be that α ∈ O(n), all of these algorithms require O(n 2 ) time in the worst case, though in many applications α = 4 (DNA alphabet). [7] uses the suffix arrays of both x and its reversed string x = x[n]x[n−1] · · · x [1] to compute all the complete NE repeats in x in Θ(n) time. More recently, [17] describes suffix arraybased Θ(n)-time algorithms to compute all substring equivalence classesincluding the complete NE repeats -in x.
In this paper we present four variants of a new fast algorithm PSY1 that computes all the complete NE repeats in a given string x whose length (period) p ≥ p min , where p min ≥ 1 is a user-specified minimum. PSY1 uses 5n bytes of space directly, but requires the LCP array, whose construction needs 6n bytes. The variants PSY1-3 and PSY1-4 execute in Θ(n) time independent of alphabet size.
We also describe two versions of a new linear-time algorithm PSY2 to compute all the SNE repeats in x. The second of these, PSY2-2, executes in time Θ(n+α). This improves on the algorithm described in [8, p. 146 ] that does the same calculation (of "supermaximal" repeats) in time O(n log α) using a suffix tree, as well as on the algorithm described in [1, p. 59 ] that uses a suffix array and requires O(n+α 2 ) time. For α ∈ O(n) these times become O(n log n) and O(n 2 ), respectively, whereas PSY2-2 remains Θ(n). We remark that in many applications SNE repeats are those of greatest interest.
In Sections 2 and 3 we describe our algorithms for computing, respectively, nonextendible and supernonextendible repeats. Section 4 summarizes the results of experiments that compare the algorithms with each other and with existing algorithms. Section 5 discusses these results, including the strategy of computing complete (NE and SNE) repeats in the context of applications to bioinformatics.
Algorithms for Nonextendible Repeats
We suppose that a string x = x[1..n] is given, defined on an ordered alphabet A of size α (where if there is no explicit bound on alphabet size, we suppose α ≤ n). We refer to the suffix x[i..n], i ∈ 1..n, simply as suffix i. Then the suffix array SA x is an array [1. .n] in which SA x [j] = i iff suffix i is the j th in lexicographical order among all the nonempty suffixes of x. Let lcp x (i 1 , i 2 ) denote the longest common prefix of suffixes i 1 and i 2 of x. Then LCP x is an array [1.
SA x can be computed in Θ(n) worst-case time [9, 12] , though various supralinear methods [16, 14] are certainly much faster, as well as more spaceefficient, in practice [18] , in some cases requiring space only for x and SA x itself. Given x and SA x , LCP x can also be computed in Θ(n) time [11, 15, 20] : the first algorithm described in [15] requires 9n bytes of storage and is almost as fast in practice as that of [11] , which requires 13n bytes. However the algorithm recently proposed in [20] is generally faster and requires about 6n bytes of storage for its execution, since it overwrites the suffix array -this is the LCP algorithm used in this paper. (For space calculations, we make throughout the usual assumption that an integer occupies four bytes, a letter one.) When the context is clear, we write SA for SA x , LCP for LCP x .
We also define the Burrows-Wheeler Transform BWT x or BWT [5] : for
$, a sentinel letter not equal to any other in x. We set BWT[n+1] = $. BWT can clearly be computed in linear time from SA; since it occupies only n rather than 4n bytes, we use BWT rather than SA if there is a choice. Figure 1 gives the SA, LCP, and BWT arrays for the string x = ababababab. We will use this example in the following sections as well. Figure 1 . String x = ababababab with SA, LCP and BTW arrays As explained below, there are altogether nine repeats in x. As defined in the Introduction, each repeat can be presented in the form (p; i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i k ), where p is the period of the repeat and i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i k are positions in which the repeating substring occurs. For example, the repeating substring u= bab of length 3 occurs in positions 2, 4, 6, 8 of x, so the repeat can be described as (3; 2, 4, 6, 8) . Note that our algorithms report this fact as a complete repeat in the form (3; 7, 10) with period p = 3, where 7, 10 is a range identifying SA [7] = 8, SA [8] = 6, SA [9] = 4, SA[10] = 2. For convenience, we may refer to repeat (3; 7, 10) as bab, or as (3; 7, 10) = bab depending on the context in the following sections. Note that, among the nine repeats in x, a, ab, abab, ababab, and abababab are NLE; since abababab is also NRE, it is NE, and it is the only SNE repeat in x. The other four repeats b, bab, babab, bababab are LE.
The PSY1 and PSY2 algorithms described below make direct use of LCP and BWT (but neither of SA nor of x itself), and therefore require only 5n bytes of storage (plus relatively small stack space in the case of PSY1). For these algorithms, then, the 6n bytes needed for LCP construction (see above) provide an upper bound on the overall space requirement. PSY1 and PSY2 output ranges i..j of positions in SA that specify complete repeats (NE for PSY1, SNE for PSY2). See Section 5 for further discussion of the postprocessing of PSY1/PSY2 output.
.lcp < q and q ≥ p min then push(LB; i, q) Figure 2 . Algorithm PSY1-1 -compute all NE repeats of period p ≥ p min as ranges in SA using one stack Algorithms PSY1 take as a point of departure the algorithm described in [1] that, based on SA x , outputs repeating substrings of x in pairs. Given a threshold p min ≥ 1, PSY1 by contrast outputs complete NE repeats, each one a triple (p; i, j) specifying a period p ≥ p min and a range i..j in SA x . Thus the range implicitly reports a complete repeat as defined in Section 1.
These algorithms all perform a single left-to-right scan of LCP. Figures 2  and 3 show pseudocode for a brute force (but fast) version PSY1-1 that uses a single stack LB (Left Boundary) to store leftmost positions i at which there is an increase in the LCP value. More precisely, entries (j, q) are pushed onto LB at every position j at which the LCP value increases (to q) and popped whenever the LCP value decreases. Thus each pop, together with the current j value, identifies a complete repeat that must be NRE but that may or may not be NLE. Since the expected maximum length of a repeating substring in a given string x = x[1..n] on an alphabet of size α is 2 log α n [10] , this quantity is also the expected maximum number of entries in LB; in the worst case (x = a n ), the maximum could be Θ(n). Note that since there is at most one output for each pop of LB, the number of repeats, thus in particular the number of complete NE repeats, in x is O(n) (at most the number of internal nodes in the suffix tree). An important feature of PSY1-1 is the use of the variable prevN E -this is the lefthand position i in SA of the repeat (p; i, j) most recently discovered, through an invocation of function NLE, to be in fact non-leftextendible. The importance of prevN E derives from the observation that if any repeat of a substring u is NLE, then so is the complete repeat of any prefix of u -thus storing prevN E ensures that the upward propagation of the NLE property in the suffix tree of x is recognized without invoking function NLE unnecessarily. For example, for the string x in Figure 1 , after the repeat (8; 4, 5) = abababab was popped, since it is NLE, prevN E will be set to 4; then when the following repeat (6; 3, 5) = ababab (note that ababab is a prefix of abababab) is popped, since i = 3 < 4 = prevN E, it will be directly output without being checked by function NLE; similarly for the following repeats: (4; 2, 5) = abab, (2; 1, 5) = ab, and (1; 1, 5) = a.
In practice, this heuristic greatly reduces the time requirement. It is interesting that, apart from highly periodic strings (that rarely occur in practice), PSY1-1 is the fastest of the four variants on the strings used for testing.
However, PSY1-1 is not linear in string length n in the worst case. For
is LE, requiring n/2, n/2−1, . . . , n/2−(n/2 − 2) positions of SA, respectively, to be checked by function NLE, a total of
letter comparisons. More generally, every string x = u n/k , where k is a constant that divides n, will require Θ(n 2 ) letter comparisons. For example, for the string x in Figure 1 , after the repeat (7; 9, 10) = bababab was popped, it will be checked by function NLE to determine whether BWT [9] = BWT [10] ; since it is LE, the following repeat (5; 8, 10) = babab will also be checked by function NLE to see whether BWT [8] , BWT [9] , and BWT [10] are equal. We notice that redundant letter comparisons occur here. Repeats (3; 7, 10) = bab and (1; 6, 10) = b will be processed analogously.
PSY1-2
To avoid repetitive checking of LE repeats, we introduce two integer variables, lef tLE and rightLE, that identify the left and right boundaries, respectively, of the repeat (range in SA) most recently found to be LE in the left-to-right scan of LCP. In the event that lef tLE..rightLE is a subrange of a range i..j whose LE status needs to be checked, this change allows the LE subrange to be skipped.
Assume that a particular repeat (p; i ..j ) is LE. Then
If we set i ← lef tLE, j ← rightLE, then for the subsequent complete NRE repeat ( p; i, j) such that i ≤ i < j ≤ j, we also need to check whether or not it is NLE; that is, to check whether or not there exists at least one pair in the letters
that are different from each other. But since i ≤ i < j ≤ j, we only need to check that (( p; i..lef tLE) is NLE) ∨ (( p; rightLE..j) is NLE). From this analysis, we know that we can eliminate unnecessary letter comparisons. The revised algorithm PSY1-2 is shown in Figure 4 .
Compared with PSY1-1, for the string x of Figure 1 , by using PSY1-2, we can reduce letter comparisons for the repeats (5; 8, 10) = babab, (3; 7, 10) = bab, and (1; 6, 10) = b followed by LE repeat (7; 9, 10) = bababab, by setting lef tLE and rightLE accordingly. As discussed below, there may however still be some duplicated letter comparisons using PSY1-2.
We shall find in Section 4 that for highly periodic strings, RPT1-2 provides significant speed-up over RPT1-1, mainly due to the use of the variables lef tLE and rightLE; but it runs the same or slightly slower for other strings, indicating that not many cases exist in these strings such that the subranges of a range are LE; therefore the functionality of lef tLE and rightLE actually is not very useful. Moreover, RPT1-2 is still not linear in the worst case, a result that is not unexpected, but that turns out to be
.lcp < q and q ≥ p min then push(LB; i, q) Figure 4 . Algorithm PSY1-2 -compute all NE repeats of period p ≥ p min as ranges in SA using one stack and LE range variables lef tLE, rightLE rather more difficult to establish than for RPT1-1. Consider a string x in which the following substrings occur:
where µ and
of length n = 2(k 2 +k −1), and observe that for every λ i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, there exist exactly k−i+1 distinct substrings
all of which are NRE and LE repeats, with the lexicographically least occurring k times, the others twice. It follows that during the execution of PSY1-2, the function NLE will need to perform letter comparisons on the substring
letter comparisons are required. Since n ∈ Θ(k 2 ), we see that the number of letter comparisons is O(n √ n), as far as we know the worst case for PSY1-2.
PSY1-3
To guarantee worst-case linear time, we use another stack PREVRANGES, thus creating a third variant PSY1-3 (see Figures 5 and 6) . If the current repeat processed by function NLE ( Figure 5 ) is found to be left-extendible, its range limits i, j are pushed onto PREVRANGES together with the letter λ that precedes each suffix in the range i..j. Since each range must be either disjoint from, or a proper subrange of, subsequent ranges identified during the scan (reflecting the subtree structure of the suffix tree of x), these ranges allow us to efficiently determine the left-extendibility of subsequent ranges without duplicating letter comparisons already made, based on the following simple observations: * every subrange of an LE range must also be LE (that is, a single NLE subrange ensures that the enclosing range is also NLE); * moreover, the letter λ = $ that establishes left-extendibility must be identical over all the subranges found in PREVRANGES.
-Preprocessing: compute SA, BWT & LCP -in Θ(n) time (LCP overwrites SA). j ← 0; p ← −1; q ← 0; prevN E ← 0 push(LB; 0, 0); push(PREVRANGES; 0, 0, $) while j < n do repeat
.lcp < q and q ≥ p min then push(LB; i, q) Figure 6 . Algorithm PSY1-3 -compute all NE repeats of period p ≥ p min as ranges in SA using two stacks
We mentioned above that by using PSY1-2, we can only reduce some letter comparisons for the repeats (5; 8, 10) = babab, (3; 7, 10) = bab, and (1; 6, 10) = b followed by LE repeat (7; 9, 10) = bababab, but it is turns out that by using PSY1-3, we will eliminate all unnecessary letter comparisons. For example, if NRE repeats (7; 9, 10), (5; 8, 10), and (3; 7, 10) are already identified by function NLE as LE, when an NRE repeat (1; 6, 10) is checked by function NLE, since ranges 9..10, 8..9 and 7..8 were already checked (only once) and λ = a was pushed onto stack PREVRANGES (since BWT [7] = BWT[8] = a), therefore function NLE will yield this λ value and only check the range 6..7; that is, whether or not BWT [6] = BWT [7] . Now we have the conclusion that since every LE range is pushed onto PREVRANGES with a λ value that is not a sentinel $, therefore subsequent NRE repeats, which include the previous ranges as subranges, will only check the ranges that are unmarked with λ values; thus in the worst case, the number of letter comparisons is O(n).
PSY1-4
To guarantee worst-case linear time, and still use one stack, we create the fourth variant PSY1-4 (see Figure 7) . As shown in Figure 7 , PSY1-4 performs a single left-to-right scan of LCP, inspecting each position j from 1 to n. During the scan, whenever a position lb (initially lb = j) is found for which the LCP value increases, an entry is pushed onto a stack LB. As before, LB specifies the Left Boundary lb and period p of a repeat that must be NRE, but that may or may not be NLE: lb marks the leftmost occurrence in SA of a repeating substring of length p = LCP[lb + 1] > LCP[lb], thus the left boundary of a repeat. In fact, a triple (p, lb, bwt) is pushed onto the stack, where bwt is a letter that determines the left-extendibility of the repeat: initially bwt equals the sentinel letter $ if BWT[lb] = BWT[lb+1], and otherwise equals BWT [lb] . This is the calculation performed repeatedly by the function LEletter. Thus bwt = $ if the repeat is NLE (and so eventually should be output), but assumes a regular letter value if the repeat (so far at least) is LE. Since the pushes to LB occur in increasing order of position lb, the pops occur in decreasing order of lb: the most recently pushed triple is popped when a position j is reached for which LCP[j +1] < top(LB).lcp. Then j is the right boundary for the popped triple (p, i, prevbwt) and a repeat (p; i, j) is identified. Observe that this repeat is NRE: if the same letter followed each occurrence of the repeating substring of length p, then p could not be maximum, contradicting the definition of LCP.
It remains to determine whether or not the popped triple is NLE. For this the popped value prevbwt needs to be inspected to determine whether it is $ -that is, whether the repeat is NLE, whether it should be output. To ensure that top(LB).bwt is maintained correctly, we use a simple property of ranges of repeats: two ranges are either disjoint (empty common prefix) or else one range contains the other (common prefix over the longer range). It follows that if top(LB).bwt = $ for a contained range, then for every range that encloses it, we must also have top(LB).bwt = $. Moreover, if for some letter λ ∈ A, a contained range is LE with bwt = λ, then the enclosing range will be LE only if every other contained range also has bwt = λ. In PSY1-4 the correct bwt value for the enclosing range is maintained by invoking LEletter to update top(LB).bwt whenever LCP[j + 1] ≤ top(LB).lcp. For LCP[j+1] < top(LB).lcp, LEletter is used again to update the current bwt based on the prevbwt just popped.
In view of this discussion, we claim the correctness of PSY1-4. Execution time is Θ(n), since the number of executions of the while loop is at most the number of triples pushed onto LB, thus O(n).
Space required directly for the execution of all PSY1 variants is 5n bytes plus maximum stack storage: 8-byte entries in LB and 9-byte entries in PREVRANGES. The largest number of entries in both of these stacks will be the maximum depth of the suffix tree -thus O(n) in the worst casebut expected depth on an alphabet of size α > 1 is 2 log α n [10] . Thus even for α = 2, expected space for LB is 18 log α n bytes -if n = 2 20 , 360 bytes. On strings arising in practice, LB requires negligible space (Section 5).
Algorithms for Supernonextendible Repeats

PSY2-1
The SNE ("supermaximal") repeats algorithm described in [1] does not deal explicitly with the problem of determining whether or not a complete super NRE (SNRE) repeat is also SNLE. This determination requires that the left extensions (BWT values) of the k positions in the repeat be pairwise distinct. The straightforward approach to this problem requires at most k 2 letter comparisons, where k can possibly be order n. However, we make two observations:
* The cardinality k of an SNE repeat cannot exceed the alphabet size α. Thus a single test suffices to eliminate candidate SNRE repeats of cardinality greater than α, and the straightforward algorithm can then compute SNE repeats in time O(n+zα 2 ), where z ∈ O(n) is the number of SNRE repeats in x. * Use of a bit map B = B[1..α] can reduce to Θ(α) the time required to determine whether or not each SNRE repeat is also SNLE, thus reducing worst-case time to Θ(αn). Figure 8 gives details of the algorithm PSY2-1 suggested by these remarks. Since PSY2-1 requires no stacks, storage is reduced to 5n bytes plus α bits (again with up to 6n bytes for LCP construction). Figure 8 . Algorithm PSY2-1 -compute all SNE repeats as ranges in SA using a bit array B PSY2-2 A theoretical and perhaps also practical disadvantage of PSY2-1 is its need to perform Θ(α)-time processing in function SNLE in order to clear the bit array B, a task that may be repeated O(n) times. We now describe a more sophisticated approach that reduces worst-case complexity to Θ(n+α) at the cost of a slight increase in actual processing time.
Instead of BWT x , we compute an array LAST = LAST x [1.
.n] in which for every j ∈ 1..n, LAST[j] measures the offset between the BWT letter corresponding to the current position j in SA and the position jprev of the rightmost previous occurrence in SA of the same BWT letter -if jprev does Figure 9 . Algorithm PSY2-2 -the simplified SNLE function using LAST -Initialize an array storing rightmost positions of each letter. In general it is possible that the offsets stored in LAST could be integers of size O(n). But offsets of magnitude greater than α−1 need not be stored, since as remarked above the interval start..end consists of at most α positions. Thus LAST requires the same amount of storage as BWT, which stores letters that are also restricted to be at most α−1 in magnitude. The method can be implemented for any finite α, but with the usual convention that each letter in the alphabet is confined to a single byte (α ≤ 256), the array LAST becomes an array of bytes, just like BWT. The calculation of LAST is shown in Figure 10 . (In fact, in order to take advantage of the CPU cache, our implementation of this algorithm actually computes BWT first, then makes a pass over BWT to convert it into LAST -an approach that turns out to be 2-3 times faster than a straightforward implementation of the preprocessing algorithm.)
Experimental Results
Experiments were conducted on a diverse selection of files (Table 1) chosen from the collection at http://www.cas.mcmaster.ca/~bill/strings/. These files are of five main types:
* highly periodic strings -strings that do not occur often in practice, containing many repetitions (Fibonacci strings, binary strings constructed in [6] ); * strings with very few runs (random strings on small and fairly large alphabets). * DNA strings on alphabet {a, c, g, t}; * protein sequences on an alphabet of 20 letters; * strings on large alphabets (English-language, ASCII characters). Tests were conducted using a 2.6GHz Opteron 885 processor with 2GB main memory available, under Red Hat Linux 4.1.2-14. The compiler was gcc with the -O3 option. The run times used were the minima over four runs, not including disk I/O. We choose minima instead of average running times because increased running time is usually caused by some form of interference from the operating system due to competing activities in the computer: the minimum time will therefore be closest to actual.
Run times for the tests are shown in Tables 2, 3 Table 2 . Microseconds per letter used by each run for preprocessing: SA, LCP, BWT, and LAST arrays
We give in Table 2 the preprocessing times for the various data structures required by the PSY1, PSY2, and [17] algorithms; specifically, the SA, LCP, BWT, and LAST arrays. For SA construction the KS algorithm was used [9] -the fastest such algorithm is perhaps MP2 [14] that, based on experiments documented in [14, 18] , would perform 5-10 times faster on average, using about 5.2n bytes of storage. For LCP construction the algorithm of [20] was used.
Test results for the algorithms are shown in Table 3 (PSY1 together with the algorithm of [17] ) and Table 4 (PSY2).
Averages within file type are not weighted by file size, and the final AVERAGE is a simple average of the "microseconds per letter" ratios for each of the 14 test files. Note that for each program tested, the number of microseconds per letter is generally stable within each file type and not highly variable overall. Tests of PSY1 used p min = 1; as expected, for larger p min the run time decreased, usually to about half the starting value. Table 3 . Microseconds per letter used by each run for PSY1 and the algorithm of [17] In each section of both Table 3 and 4, we underline in bold the quantity that achieves the best result for the current test case.
To assess the effect of stack use on the space requirements of the PSY1 family, a record was kept of maximum stack usage for each of the files tested, as shown in Table 5 . The files prot-a and prot-b consumed by far the most stack space, totalling in each case a little less than 125K bytes. (The maximum size of the LB stack was as expected identical for all four PSY1 algorithms.)
Discussion
We make the following observations: * We see from Tables 3 and 4 that the six new algorithms tested are very fast, especially on strings that arise in practice: even if SA were to execute 10 times faster, as it might if MP2 were used, still each algorithm would require 5% or less of the total SA/LCP time shown in Table 2 . * From the 6th and last lines in Table 3 , we observe that the PSY1-4 executes very quickly on highly periodic strings and is the fastest one of the four variants over the complete range of strings tested. Table 4 . Microseconds per letter used by each run for PSY2 algorithms * Contrary to the averages given in the last line of Table 3 , PSY1-1 and PSY1-2 are actually slightly faster than PSY1-3 and PSY1-4 on strings that arise in practice (that is, strings that are not highly periodic): the average microseconds per letter for PSY1-1 on such files is 0.013, the best of all. * As shown in Table 5 , we have computed maximum stack size for each of the test files: only for prot-a and prot-b did the maximum size of the LB stack exceed three digits -for prot-a (the worst case) the total maximum storage for LB and PREVRANGES was 0.1% of the 5n bytes required for LCP and BWT storage. * The algorithm of [17] was originally designed to provide more comprehensive output than that of our PSY1 algorithms, and so is not directly comparable. However, the authors have modified their code to reduce processing requirements. Using this version for Table 3 , the modified version appears to execute around 2-3 times slower than PSY1 on realworld files. * We conducted no experiments on the algorithm of [7] because it needs to compute SA/LCP twice and will therefore be very slow. * Even though, in addition to its asymptotic advantage, PSY2-2 runs around 30% faster than PSY2-1, nevertheless it does not overcome the disadvantage of the additional preprocessing time required for LAST compared to BWT (see both Tables 2 and 4 Table 5 . Maximum number of stack entries required by PSY1
In view of particularly the first of these observations, it seems clear that future progress in computing repeats will depend upon more efficient preprocessing -either much improved SA/LCP construction or the use of entirely new data structures.
The output of PSY1 and PSY2 can be used in various ways and for various purposes. For offline data compression the output can be used for phrase selection [2, 13, 23] . It could also be used in the algorithm of [3] for duplicate text/document detection. If the user requires positions in x to be output, this can trivially be achieved, since SA is available, by postprocessing that replaces i..j by SA[i], SA[i+1], . . . , SA [j] . In applications to protein sequences, such as the detection of low-complexity regions, the use of PSY1 will provide significant algorithmic speed-up over currently-proposed methods [21] that are effective but slow. In the context of genome analysis the postprocessing of interest may be to compute NE pairs as in [8, 4, 1] . Assuming an integer alphabet 1..α, this can be accomplished as follows for each range i.. This approach requires checking at most α 2 (α−1) 2 /2 positions in B for each range processed; in the DNA case with α = 4, this amounts to at most 72 (that is, α 3 +2α) positions, but will for most ranges be much less. Otherwise the time required is proportional to the number of pairs output. Due to CPU cache effects, we believe this will be an efficient algorithm for computing NE pairs: it depends only on i, j, BWT, BWT .
